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Abstract
While the programming languages course played a key role in Curricula ’68, ’78, and ’91, Curriculum 2001
replaced most of the content in programming languages with sections on learning to program. We argue
that the need for a programming languages course has not diminished, but instead increased, especially as
we move into an era of many-core computing.
Categories and Subject Descriptors K.3.2 [Computers and Education]: Computer and Information Science Education—Computer Science Education; D.3.3 [Programming Languages]: Language Constructs
and Features
General Terms Languages
Keywords

1.

Programming languages curriculum

PLs in ACM/IEEE CS Curricula

Curriculum 2001 [For01] departed from all previous ACM and IEEE CS model curricula by deemphasizing
the role of programming languages, aside from its use in teaching programming. Below we have listed the
Curriculum 2001 recommendations in programming languages:
PL.

Programming Languages (21 core hours)
PL1. Overview of programming languages (2)
PL2. Virtual machines (1)
PL3. Introduction to language translation (2)
PL4. Declarations and types (3)
PL5. Abstraction mechanisms (3)
PL6. Object-oriented programming (10)
PL7. Functional programming
PL8. Language translation systems
PL9. Type systems
PL10. Programming language semantics
PL11. Programming language design

Only PL1–PL6 are considered core topics in the curriculum. The others are recommendations for
programs that wish to go beyond the core. Of the 21 hours spent on those core topics, only the five hours in
PL1–PL3 were in the PL section of the 1998 draft report. PL4–PL6 were originally in the “Programming
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Fundamentals” section, but were moved to programming languages to appease the complaints from the
programming languages community about this area being ignored. All of the sample curricula presented
by the committee placed the material in PL4–PL6 in the introductory course sequence, rather than more
advanced courses as envisaged in earlier curricula.
There were no representatives from the programming languages community on the committee, and no
advisory group was originally formed for the area. Only after complaints about the earlier draft was a PL
KFG (Knowledge Focus Group) formed. The recommendations of that group were subsequently mainly
ignored by the full committee. (See [Bru00] for the PL KFG’s recommendations.1 )
While there was never any substantive response to the PL KFG’s recommendations, the impression was
left that the study of programming languages was no longer important, and that it was more important to
include material on more trendy topics in computer science.
In contrast, the Liberal Arts Computer Science consortium’s 2007 model curriculum in Computer Science
[Con07] has a Programming Languages course as part of the core curriculum as well as a segment on
functional languages in another course.
In the remainder of this document, we address the importance of programming languages to an undergraduate education in Computer Science.

2.

The Study of Programming Languages is Central

Today’s recommended computer science curriculum exposes students to very few kinds of programming
languages. Aside from the languages in the C/C++/Java/C# family, some students will see scripting
languages like Python and Ruby, while even fewer will see a functional language like LISP, Scheme, ML,
or Haskell.
However, exposure to these languages, and those representative of other programming paradigms, is
central to a solid computer science education for several reasons:
• Core CS Ideas. The study of programming languages raises key issues that permeate computer science.

Recurring themes include:
1. time/space tradeoffs;
2. the limits of computability;
3. the flexibility obtained by putting off decisions versus the efficiency obtainable by making decisions
early (late/early binding); and
4. modularity and abstraction.
The programming languages course is well-suited for pulling in topics from across the core of computer
science and examining their connections in a rigorous way.
• Algorithmic thinking. It is imperative that students learn early on to be flexible in expressing their

algorithmic thinking. Exposure to and practice using different programming paradigms is the best way to
teach students this fundamental skill. Students must be able to adapt to languages that they will be using
in the future, as well as adopt techniques originally developed for other paradigms.
• Preparing for the future. The computing platform and application domains are not static, and changes to

them will impact the programming languages used in the future. The most used programming languages
have changed regularly over the last several decades, and they will certainly change again in the coming
years (due, in part, to the issues described below). C++ has been dominant, but it has lost ground to Java,
just as Java will certainly be replaced by another language.
1

An on-line version of the knowledge units is available at http://www.cs.pomona.edu/∼kim/Curric2001/PL2001.html
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Students must be able to understand the impacts of new languages on how they approach computational
problem solving. The programming languages course can and should provide the background for students
to evaluate and adapt to future changes.

3.

Visions of Programming Languages

For us, a programming languages course is as essential as a course in computer organization. A programming language creates a “virtual computer” with data structures and operations for creating algorithms. If a
computer scientist were only to use a single language during his/her career, then perhaps there would be little
reason for requiring a programming languages course. However, it is not atypical for computer scientists to
use six or more quite different languages during their professional careers. Programming languages courses
examine the dimensions in which these languages differ and provide unifying concepts (e.g., binding time)
with which one can better understand the differences between languages.
Perhaps even more importantly, learning different kinds of programming languages requires different
ways of thinking about algorithms. Algorithms are expressed quite differently, for example, in procedural,
functional, object-oriented, and logic programming languages. Recognizing how these kinds of languages
differ and are similar requires understanding the fundamental principles of programming languages. We
refer the reader to the description of the proposed knowledge units in programming languages for Curricula
2001, referenced earlier, for examples of these principles.
In case there is any concern that the topics in a programming languages class are static and no longer
of interest, we list below several recent trends that have substantially impacted programming languages.
Our computing platforms and applications domains are not static. Other trends will arise that will require
the development and adoption of new language technologies, and understanding programming languages
principles is not decreasing in importance, but perhaps even more important now than ever.
3.1

Recent changes in programming languages.

Generics. Among the more recent changes in existing programming languages has been the addition of
generics (type parameters) in languages such as C++, Java, and C#. Generics have been around at least since
the language Clu [LSAS77], and they played an important role in Ada [US 80].
Generics were a late addition to C++ and functioned essentially via macro-expansion, leading to a
long struggle for robust and efficient implementations. The Java addition incorporated a relatively new
kind of bounded polymorphism, with a clever implementation [BOSW98] that enabled this feature to be
compatible with the existing Java virtual machine language. C# added similar features, but with support in
the intermediate language [KS01].
The “F-bounded” polymorphism mechanism incorporated by Java and C# was developed by language
researchers [CCH+ 89] in 1989 and was quickly modelled in an extension of the bounded polymorphic
lambda calculus [CW85]. Because of the extensive work on the type theory of this theoretical foundational
language, correct type-checking rules were quickly developed, providing a sound theoretical basis for the
language and suggesting algorithmic implementations of the typing rules.
The implementations of this form of polymorphism in these three languages illustrate different important
principles of programming languages. For example, the concepts of early and late binding are represented by
the difference between the link-time type checking of the instantiation of generics in C++ and the compiletime checking possible in Java and C#. Careful analysis of the programming languages reveals why generics
instantiation can be done at compile time in the latter two, while it must be delayed in C++.
The recent popularity of languages like Python also presents an excellent opportunity to emphasize
the important differences between dynamic and static type checking (again illustrating the importance of
binding time) and the trade-offs involving different levels of information hiding.
Concurrency. It is widely accepted that the rapid increases in processor speed due to Moore’s law are at
an end. Instead Moore’s law will be preserved by increasing the number of processors on a chip. Given these
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architectural advances, multithreading is likely to be the most promising way to achieve further performance
improvements for many computer systems.
Quad-core and eight-core chips are already readily available, and if current trends continue, processors
may have hundreds or even thousands of cores within ten years. However, building large, robust singlethreaded programs is already quite difficult. The complexities of programming multiple processes on manycore computers reliably and efficiently are well beyond the capabilities of a large proportion of today’s
computer scientists.
Similarly, distributed computing and the provision of software services raise programming issues that
are not well supported by current languages. These changes to the computational resources available to
programmers require new mechanisms for managing complexity.
It is hard to avoid writing concurrent code in many modern applications. For example, event-driven
programming using the Subject-Observer pattern (as exemplified in the Java event model) requires the
provision of separate threads to respond to events while a computation is progressing.
If we are to provide mechanisms to support concurrent programming then we will be forced to make
many decisions in the choice of an appropriate programming language. Traditionally these have included
the choice of shared-memory versus message-passing, how to control memory access in shared-memory,
and whether to make message passing synchronous or asynchronous.
Ad hoc attempts to add concurrency to existing languages have generally resulted in many problems. For
example early implementations of concurrency in Java were problematic. See [MPA05], for example, for
problems with the Java memory model. Moreover, the rather low-level support for concurrency presently
found in most programming languages makes it too hard for most programmers to write correct and efficient
programs running on a large number of processors.
Many researchers are examining different approaches to concurrent programming that should suggest
new robust and high-level programming language constructs. In the last few years, for example, we
have seen proposed languages Chapel [CCZ07], Fortress [ACH+ 08], and X10 [CGS+ 05], each of which
exhibits interestingly different approaches to concurrency. The concepts of software transactional memory
[ATKS07, Jon07] (taken from database transactions) and chords [BCF04], for example, represent even more
intriguing new ideas for controlling concurrency.
It is hard to anticipate what language features will prove to be the most useful in writing programs for
1000-core chips. However, the analysis tools gained in a programming languages course will help us to
understand the differences and evaluate the trade-offs in the various proposals that will arise.
Security. A final element of systems design that has recently become much more important in the context
of programming languages is security. The wide-spread dissemination of code on the web (and from
possibly untrusted sources), as well as the continually-growing list of software services in our daily life,
make the robustness and security of programs increasingly important.
Various languages have begun to include mechanisms to help ensure security properties. Java, for
example, includes a stack inspection mechanism (as described in [WF98]) to determine which code has
access to resources. Other languages and prototypes now include mechanisms for tracking information flow
to prevent security violations [Mye99, WCO00]. In the future, it is likely that programming languages will
include even more features to manage trust, secrecy, and integrity.

4.

Summary

The programming language course has played, and will continue to play, an important role in the education
of undergraduates. As such, it should regain its status as an integral part of a computer science education
in curricular standards. Not only are the topics of central interest to computer scientists today, but they
also help prepare students for the inevitable changes that they will encounter over their careers. Moreover,
the recurring themes in a good programming languages course reinforce those learned in other courses,
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making it a good location to pull together many of the intellectual threads introduced in a computer science
education.
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